CROSSWORD
No. 15,766 Set by BRADMAN

ACROSS
9 To break down a tiny particle is impossible ultimately (9)
10 Saying a mild oath when knocked over (5)
11 Crustacean has to manage when meeting lots of whales (7)
12 Makers of thumping noise may bring endless fear to tiny boy (7)
13 Academic seen as part of Oxford once (3)
14 Restore company limited by performance (11)
17 Woman bringing soldiers into a shady world (5)
18 Fellow's location for avoiding tax? (3)
19 Conservative having the ability to deliver old-fashioned message (5)
21 English Catholic taken aback, restricted by precise requirement to give statement of belief (6,5)
23 Straight line in fallow land (3)
25 Phone and phone when coming back – that may be hairy (7)
27 Fellow of 15 sure to look silly as balletic performer (7)
28 With sun disappearing, tried very hard to find treasure (5)
29 This person's one with rubbish – this person's not original (9)

DOWN
1 Cut grounds outside church (6)
2 Bad dream restricts writer, a stifling influence (8)
3 Convict receiving honour with capital city offering something odious? (10)
4 Turkey perhaps making offer to receive first of refugees (4)
5 Suitability of money that includes insignia of Queen on metal (10)
6 After fighting maiden becomes affectionate (4)
7 One flying group when going up to make special trip (6)
8 Going off course, not entirely wicked in waltz? (8)
15 Cartoon showing comedian's holiday? (5,5)
16 Auxiliary volunteers inclined to wander around outside (10)
17 Leader of Druids to conclude ceremony, making mark on stone (8)
20 Possible killer in news report (8)
22 Bird's trick on spinning perch (6)
24 Ball foxing batsman? See sign of hesitation (6)
26 Stagger after upset, giving nasty look (4)
27 Platform female from whom answer is demanded falling short (4)

Solution 15,765